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ABSTRACT: 

Work motivation is a state that explains behavioural activities to ambiguous, obligated, ungenerous, soliciting, associated, emigrated people according objective, 

subjective, different personalities. 

OBJECTIVE: 

Human resource management is measurement that rates human discipline or performance at different activities and modify according policy of an organization. 

Plan is a method in discipline to overcome phenomena without befalls conditions. Management explains Facilities, ethics, cultural change; tact’s belongs to 

empowerment, environmental zone which engages with public. Training and Development that relates to the naive personality desires and growing, settlement, 

trade off. 

Keywords: Hint, Facilities, Identification, Common_Action_Plan, Investment, Discipline, Phenomena, Explain, Overcome, Modify, Determination, 

Managerial, Activity, Problem, Apology, Identification, Brain_Principles, Token, Adopt, Terminology, Arrangement, Behaviour, Worship, Respect, 

Nonessential, Boarder_line, Deck, Fantom,”Dos and Don’ts”, the Seven Servants, Learning_Disabilities. 

INTRODUCTION: 

An environment is conditional activities that evoke dimension of human participation in engagement as well as sustained hours .Arena is occupied by 

common actions /outcome which provide s general existence and the 7 servant’s agriculturalist, security gourd priest, novelist, doctor, engineer, scientist. 

A role dependently occupy a result of self existence or unconscious which is now concept as motivation .Action of group or individual makes outcomes 

of victimhood. 

“Unrelated experience behind known aspiration (or) though process”. 

Motivation is obligation that provides reasons for how a person acts according conditions .Do you ever think first experience of human. We immediately 

answer the question as response and the second question is when somebody plans a work .We secondly answer as feeding and seeking all necessities 

still engaging another event. What are the facilities of person? We fourthly answer the question such as housing, medical, recreational activities. What 

do you think yourself .we answer the question as we are strongly motivated by environment. The last final question and answer as when does a person 

stop egoistic activities. We answer the question is robe ring equally. 

We require market when we are bodily performers so choice is a state that is biological existence and requirement is asset as cultural village/town/city 

and extendable process where rustic people are born by reactivation or civilization and Objectives of Human affection are reveal that explains stories of 

values and lines. Which are arranged for fulfil obligations. “Society is apparent as a temple was builded in a side corner of a street. School, panchayati, 

library, pond, hospital in a village. Outcomes of religious people without specific knowledge   as they have faith in god, and basic knowledge, integrated 

in government, Landlord rights, participate in goals, eager to know, relieve according sovereign, disorder of myth, leave status of myth, understanding of 

sensation, and termination of people and give juniors, turn out, absence of instrument in group”. 

   “A life is felt by experienced people, reaming behind inexperience”. 

Motivation is inclination toward desire states which are gender change, slavery, food culture, color, age, height, limitation of education, act under sexual 

beat, and back bone of public life. 

A state which explains a answer for how people are  live ,is be free obtain and pay obtain.  Live has conditions to participate ,sustain,continue,obtain 

portended event .If you step  aside  you choose  prominent principle  to evocation  and fallow  knackered religious system that Train and overwhelm 

rustic behaviour such as dialect, fully bedecked ,Body Dysmorphic Disorder(BDD),uncultivated worship, Respect under succession, unknown place 
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which is class room and library, main_ road, unsafe shelters, physically and mentally harass..We represent event with inherited, integrated and condensed 

knowledge as knowledge as well as child event is calculated by mother that you should mumble, you are not gibbering, and you are Babelicious, nonpareil. 

“Today HRM manager cannot survive on the security of past credit”. 

I personally measure  some qualified  established characters to establish their work under outcomes such as overflow,perfect,intermediate,low for rough, 

priest,novelist,agriculturalist,staff. A over flow conscious or subconscious activities are marked by immediate supervisors or payable authority to fodder 

and product relates accountable system .A perfect profitable activity is injected by priest and elders to beneficial for devotees, misery under authority of 

god,management.A  money-making intermediate state is organized by Theatre artists and producers for sustainable life of canal. A LOW exempt 

declinable state is adopted by freshers or untrained or negligible or uninstructed or demonstrated people. Those are outcomes by common actions for 

evaluate to either needful or happen. A information which is felt experience or happy, store at either flap or success thence change according experience. 

End of the evaluation is value is marked by high measurement as well as no addition. 

The another aspect of inspiration to modification for uncontrollable desires at to change like fascination, appetite, personality disorder. We declare drives 

for bad habits and disabilities like Richness, Hygiene, Action, Aspiration, and Sense. 

Aspiration teaches a patient to become healthy while avoiding Neurological disorders, Learning disabilities, Intellectual disability. We learn how to 

modify errors in reading, writing, speaking, listening, understanding look at below  

Disability of Employee Targeted employee 

Crude employee Masterly employee 

Flimsy employee Substantial employee 

Unsuccessful employee Successful employee 

Discontent employee Fun employee 

Idle employee Ideal employee 

Barren employee Fertile employee 

A motivator can find out characteristic of chronic figure and addable some desires to sustainable growth such as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Job Satisfaction theories Traceability to employee Performance in Organization.” 

If those chronic figures under Above Desirable Branches should not harm at any stage of logical activity but barren attendee is produced against at any 

stage. Here the question, why a Negligible and Virtuoso are performed as along ill performer when the those above profitable states injected at early 

stages. Sociable activities are Maturity, Status (safe), obtained key element in each sector, Fun live, Discipline as those somewhat make good.  

Modification is enacted to a candidate who is not good at traditional clothes, combing, wildlife, transport, technology, stub, apartment life, garden life, 

pvt/public, obsession with colours side by ultimate needs are family relations, value (money), business, employment, discipline, humanity, transport, 

clothes, stealing, leadership, following, teaching, security and “Need of Money which is combustion of human desires and beautiful fore flame to get rid 

of dark life.” 

  

Chronic Figure Desirable Additions   

Teacher Moral and Intellectual being.   

Doctor Humane and Compassionate, Empathetic and Supportive.   

Lawyer Advise people about law and represent them.   

Manager Control, Direct.   

Attender Serve   

Nurse Caring patients  

Watchman Watch, Guard  
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Evaluation for traceable behaviours at organizational culture 
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SP=Situational poverty, LMI=Lower Middle Income, BUC=Below Upper Class, UC=Upper class. 

“Master thought spoils the popular one as well as think about what are additions to exited product.” 

We generally implement Unknown Characteristics of  known person in judicious ,canon, discipline, communicator, fun, haven/hell, deviation, great_ 

ghost, always accept front line as Summon, Redress, Infringement, Sued, Accused, Defendant, Witness. A motivator increases desire qualities of an 

organization without coercion as those are Strong _arm, Bully, Confrontation, Felling Hurt but logical modifications are Obligation, Command, 

Faithful, profitable, Sociable. 

A list  of anthropologists who were Maslow,Alderfer,Mcclelland,Herzberg who were stated as it is need to occupy certain doing which is either ethical 

or unethical. Basic reasons are established by circumstances, elders, relatives, esteem, and self actualization. a person  group  seeks persistent life with 

conscious\affection is  without  Bipolar disorder under unplanned\Poverty\Strong_arm.The Numberless need is informally in 

organization\Society\Individual Houses that love ,affection and esteem that are enhancing own courage,self_confidence,profit in shares, leadership 

qualities,migration,muse.The third countable need of every human being as it is safety and security which was established by formation is authority is 

provided by government\private sector, those are liberty/recovery/justice from illness and harm.Self_actualization is another Maslow need which was 

listed that identification of capabilities to accomplish and encourage those to sustainable process and act recording markable urges.psysiological need 

is hunger,thirst,sleep,sex. 

The second prominent conduct is Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory was established by Herzberg that listed tidy and dirty events in organization as correct 

policy and procedure, measurable salary, supervisory, interpersonal relations those are responsible for Achievement, Reorganization, Work itself, 

Responsibility, and Advancement. 
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The Vroom’s Expectancy Theory is applicable for predicted employees to earn estimated out comes as it explained with three variables, those are 

Expectancy, Instrumentality, Valence which are Capability, Despicability, rustic. 

Research is Immediate Motivation of 12 employees in Organization and find out one a best need among four understandable objectives. The survey 

found different general conducts from 12 different employees so that the highest need among those is Salary, next immediate is Following, next is 

Welfare, lowest level is Basic needs. You can see below table was scored by identical Individuals. 

The Research Question is What is your immediate need to work at any organization? 

a) Basic needs(   )    b) Salary(  )   c) Welfare(   )  d) Following(    ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A person is respected by activity with calmness which are available at higher needs like Self-Actualization and Esteem needs, those needs do not full fill 

by Intrusive thought like Obsession which my cause malfunction in regular activities, are not likable to acceptance of lively hood. A Stage of human kind 

is Studying, dressing, relaxing, sex and doing unconscious activities. And he/she may not desirably good at those stages, crying, shouting, petitioning, 

ego,  revenge acts  against INTRUSIVE THOUGHTS so motivation is principle to provide  Food, clothes, shelter, security, thoughts, plans. 
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Motivation Number of Employees Accepted 

Basic Needs 0 

Salary 6 

Welfare 1 

Following 3 
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